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Abstract: In this essay, the author will first explore the origins of the term “intellectual”. Then, the discussion will be focused on how the relationship between intellectuals and media has evolved, especially in China. At last, based on the previous analysis, the essay will specify how media intellectual should be defined in the current media environment. The aim of this essay is to elucidate the identity of media intellectuals for media practitioners and researchers.

1. Introduction

It has been a long time since intellectuals involved themselves in the mass media industry. In the face of the increasing popularity of mass media and ubiquitous media information, how do people identify, sort out and obtain effective information? Media practitioners are adapting to changing times in order to create a perfect public image, and intellectuals also enter the media field to seek solutions. However, with the growth of mass media industry, the social image of medium intellectuals is drifting away from that of the intellectual group. Therefore, it is of great significance and interest for the author to define the way of appropriately positioning medium intellectuals under new historical context.

2. The Origins of “Intellectual”

The academic community generally agrees that there are two origins of the term “intellectual”. The first prevailing opinion holds that “the term ‘intelligentsia’ originates from the Russian word интеллигенция that occurred in nineteenth-century Russia. During that time, Russia was a backward country compared to the western world. There was a group of people who came from Russian high society but were western educated and thus equipped with western knowledge. With such spirit and attitude to examine Russia's backward autocratic system, they thought that the society in which they were living was ugly and unreasonable. They consequently developed a strong sense of alienation from the then implemented order and had a desire to rebel against it. Such group of people who were strong critical thinkers, morally in particular, with a sense of alienation from mainstream society were called intellectuals.”[1]

Yü Ying-shih has given a description about the five characteristics of Russian intellectuals:
“Firstly, they were concerned about all issues concerning public interest. Secondly, they considered all issues of their country and of the common good to be their personal responsibility. Thirdly, they intended to interpret political and social issues as moral issues. Fourthly, with a sense of obligation, they pursued the ultimate logical conclusion at all costs. Last but not least, they were convinced that if things were unreasonable, they had to spare no effort to make them right.”[2]

The second origin of “intellectual” is the famous Dreyfus Affair in France in 1894. “Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a French Jewish, was accused of selling French Army’s intelligence to Germany. The court-martial found him guilty of treason and thus sentenced him to lifelong hard labor and exiled him to an island. Later, the evidence proved that Dreyfus had been falsely charged. The court martial nonetheless refused to amend the verdict because of Dreyfus’s Jewish background.”[3] “It was not until 1906 that the court acknowledged its mistake and rehabilitated Dreyfus”. [4]Before this rehabilitation came, a group of literati driven by social conscience and a sense of justice, such as Zola and Hugo, had stood up for Dreyfus by writing articles to denunciate the injustice. They “published an article known as the Manifesto of Intellectuals on 23 January 1898. Since then, those who defended social justice and criticized social injustice were addressed scornfully by their enemies as ‘intellectuals’”.[5]

3. The Historical Relationship Between Intellectuals and Media

The relationship between intellectuals and media can be traced back to long time ago. Throughout the history, the footprints of intellectuals have been engraved on media carriers. However, the limitations of the media at that time made it difficult for intellectuals’ opinions to reach out to a larger number of masses. The relationship between intellectuals and media was therefore almost neglected by the public. Not until the popularization of televisions did people pay attention to it. The earliest definition of media-intellectuals could be found in Bourdieu's “television-intellectual” theory that is confined to the television medium. Bourdieu wrote in his work On Television: “By giving the floor to thinkers who are considered able to think at high speed, isn’t television doomed to never have anything but fast-thinkers, thinkers who think faster than a speeding bullet...?” He then concluded that “television rewards a certain number of fast-thinkers who offer cultural ‘fast food’ – pre-digested and pre-thought culture.” [6]The “fast thinkers” here are, in essence, the so-called “television-intellectuals”.

Dana Polan dubbed such phenomenon as “the mediatization of the intellectual”. She pointed out that with their intriguing appearances, media repeat some processes of mediatization with regularity – an intellectual claims falsifications or distortions in the work of another intellectual; debate rages, is reported on in one or another of those periodicals that belong to what Fred Pfeil terms the professional-managerial class…Finally, a mass media periodical reports on the debate, usually leaving it in irresolution and usually representing the drama of the debate through close-up photographs of the protagonists. With this appearance in the media, the debate vanishes from critical priority so as to allow attention to ready itself for the next scandal or controversy.

In China, thanks to the printing technique and paper-making technology, newspapers and magazines flourished. Many scholars and writers published their serialized literary works and articles on these paper media. Between the end of 19th century and the beginning of 20th century, China was in a state of volatility. Some responsible literati used their pens as daggers and javelins to condemn injustice and unfairness, and to repeatedly enlighten the unenlightened masses. This trend not only facilitated the forming of initial philosophies and principles as to how to run a newspaper, but also reflected aspiring scholars’ influence on the society and sense of responsibility. Looking back at China’s turbulent times over the last century, the advent and thriving of mass media was no less than a ray of sunlight that lit up a dark sky. In the late Qing dynasty, mass media with
newspaper as the dominant form allowed the political criticism made by scholars inside Imperial Academy to spread nationwide and thus to influence public opinions. Chinese scholars who used to focus on study and official careers begun to leverage the new media power to play their roles on the historical stage and to discuss social affairs and contribute to social development. During that period, the interactions between the literati and mass media were in the interest of people.

However, after more than fifty years of high-speed technological and cultural developments, by the end of the 1990s and especially in the new century, as the information age has arrived, the pervasive consumerism and the erosion of marketization and commercialization have triggered gradual changes in modern literati’s identity and values. Humanistic intellectuals, who used to act as enlighteners who transmitted wisdom, imparted knowledge and resolved doubts, have played less the roles of “legislators” and “interpreters” but more of “coders” and “decoders” who are responsible for producing media symbols in the modern media mechanism.

When confronted with the collapse of the traditional value system and the deconstruction of the moral paradigm, with the public’s taunts and contempt towards the “elite culture” and “highbrow culture”, Should we bow to the historic trends, i.e. “following the market and the crowd”, and endure the information pollution generated by people who have no opinions of their own but simply follow the herd? Or should we raise our arms and shout “I will break through difficulties in order to safeguard the truth? Indeed, the reason why a scholar becomes a scholar is because he or she excels at certain aspects. Although today’s information society is infused with a hodgepodge of good and bad information, with the academic spirit, scholars remain faithful to the truth and pursue the truth untiringly. Thanks to them, cultural chaos has not developed into the worst-case scenario. Scholars take up social responsibility and historic mission by transforming themselves into media-intellectuals and utilizing the power of mass media to turn the tide and rectify the ugly side of cultural transmission.

4. The Definition of Media-Intellectuals

What is media-intellectual? According to Yihong Wang from the Media Research Institute of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, “in a broad sense, media-intellectuals can be defined as those in the intellectual class who use mass communication as the main means of communication and mass media and new media as the main communication tools, and who have doubts, anxiety, criticism and even despair when reflecting upon the reality of human communication during the process of the mediatization of cultural transmission in the environment of mediatization. In a narrow sense, media-intellectuals pertain to those who have forged closest relationships with media, who have the ability to interact with both the mass media and the Internet media, and who have the potential to influence the society and build direct connections with media by producing and transmitting information via mass media.” [7] The major characteristic of media-intellectuals is the way in which they participate in society and express their ideas, i.e. frequent presence on the mass media in order to spread their opinions and make clear their positions.

When media information floods into people's daily life, people can obtain more information from different channels to meet their own information needs, and at the same time, expand their knowledge storage and broaden their knowledge.

However, when a person is in a state of ignorance, he can not understand his own ignorance, nor have the desire to learn. With the infinite extension of the present information, the audience in the process of obtaining information presents a little knowledge state, then can stimulate the audience knowledge desire, it is because of the audience know, they know their don't know, so they try to get more information to make up for their unknown, then the audience needs to have experts from the guidance, save their time to obtain effective information.
Secondly, the pictorial life structure and the current society with heavy work kill people's initiative in thinking in their daily life. For things that you do not understand, you will not want to read the literature search, personally consult experts and scholars, you can take a more simple operation, through the network search engine, search at any time, screen out the information you want. People are busy and the knowledge of systematic learning, but social demand for talent tends to be general, so to simplify the classic, quick knowledge request increasingly urgent, people need to have expert identity of intellectuals, in the field of academic authority credibility for easy to grasp, operation, the use of quick knowledge. At this time, media intellectuals are needed as a universal popular encyclopedia.

In the current post-modern society known as "diversity", the audience wants to relax on the one hand, they do not want to expose themselves; they want to be both popular and elegant; they complain that the program is inferior, without connotation, difficult to grace. Media practitioners need to maintain the media image and consolidate the audience, and will not be degraded to nothing. At this time, the media cluster is virtuous and brilliant, and processes a cultural gluttony for the current complex audience, that is, to enhance the image of media culture with the power of intellectuals, inject the intellectuals into the column, and improve the cultural connotation of media.

Intellectuals seek consent from others——Public opinion becomes a new way for them to obtain their own legitimacy. The identity of the intellectuals in the society recognized the two necessary conditions, the first is they need audience, need to have a group of people to pay attention to their thoughts, listen to their preaching, and recognition to them, in the commercial market, the audience also need to pay regular economic remuneration, but for intellectuals, can be willing to listen to and support their views of audience, from the respect of supporters get psychological harvest is more important than economic remuneration. At the same time, intellectuals also need to often be in their own group circle, more contact with peers, exchange opinions, exchange experiences, so as to establish the common standards of relevant methods and advantages and disadvantages, and as a common norm to guide words and deeds. The most effective way for intellectuals to get recognition is to choose to join hands with the mass media.

Intellectuals benefit from the more convenient channels for information release and the ways to interact with audiences. Intellectuals need to get rid of the limitations of classroom space, and they need to place their knowledge in a public space to share with others and gain recognition from others.

With their strong sense of social responsibility, intellectuals examine everything as social supervisors and watchers of The Times, and always are eager to guide, assist and whip the indecent, stupid and despised phenomena in their eyes.

5. Conclusion

At the very beginning, the intellectuals are just aware of the effects of mass media and at the modern times, the intellectuals take the best of newspapers and magazines to enlighten the people. After the above analysis, the author analyzes the current role of intellectuals in mass media so as to analyze the main structure of medium intellectuals. The results are that there are three types of intellectuals actively involved in mass media industry: scholars, medium people/scholars and successful businessmen. With the ever accelerating growth of mass media industry, the technology development offers convenient and reliable support for the development of medium intellectuals. The mass media industry needs medium intellectuals not only to improve credibility and brand value of media programs, but also to provide solutions and raise the cognition efficiency. Meanwhile, medium intellectuals are also eager to spread the knowledge and comment on whatever is happening.
During the development of medium intellectuals, the nature has been changed with the effect of various obstacles. The author explores the reason for the changes and finds that intellectuals that go for the media are lured by the commercial effects of the media. Meanwhile, some pseudo-intellectuals are blended into this group and some intellectuals’ self-awareness has weakened. On the other hand, some intellectuals are indulged in their own research world and refuse to shoulder their social responsibility.

The “lost” image that medium intellectuals should bring back and it is urgent to rebuild the image. Medium intellectuals should cooperate, not conspire with the media; should instruct, not induce the audience and finally should find the way back to being medium intellectuals with self-awareness and self-cognition.

It is not a one-day job to cultivate the rationality of medium intellectuals. It is a process with continuous questioning and rethinking. The author’s definition of medium intellectuals is derived from the historical and present views: They are different from the superior elites and not the “television intellectuals” defined by Bourdieu. They spread their academic findings to more audience through mass media. They refuse to turn their complaints about the current social orders into understanding without rejection, calmness without fighting and acceptance without agreement. They want to be independent intellectuals with self-awareness who will express their views as experts through the scientific research.

To conclude, the real medium intellectuals are not accessories to the business or the spokesman of media or observers of the public. They volunteer to eliminate the limits of media by using media. In doing so, they will perform their social responsibility as solution providers. During the development of medium intellectuals, although some intellectuals have avoided mass media due to the twisted commercial effects, these phenomena are just part of their growth. The real medium intellectuals will be mature and strong with more social experience, public supervision, knowledge and increasing self-cognition.
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